Organ Dynamics and Fluid Dynamics of the HH25 Chick Embryonic Cardiac Ventricle as Revealed by a Novel 4D High-Frequency Ultrasound Imaging Technique and Computational Flow Simulations.
Past literature has provided evidence that a normal mechanical force environment of blood flow may guide normal development while an abnormal environment can lead to congenital malformations, thus warranting further studies on embryonic cardiovascular flow dynamics. In the current study, we developed a non-invasive 4D high-frequency ultrasound technique, and use it to analyze cardiovascular organ dynamics and flow dynamics. Three chick embryos at stage HH25 were scanned with high frequency ultrasound in cine-B-mode at multiple planes spaced at 0.05 mm. 4D images of the heart and nearby arteries were generated via temporal and spatial correlation coupled with quadratic mean ensemble averaging. Dynamic mesh CFD was performed to understand the flow dynamics in the ventricle of the 2 hearts. Our imaging technique has sufficiently high resolution to enable organ dynamics quantification and CFD. Fine structures such as the aortic arches and details such as the cyclic distension of the carotid arteries were captured. The outflow tract completely collapsed during ventricular diastole, possible serving the function of a valve to prevent regurgitation. CFD showed that ventricular wall shear stress (WSS) were in the range of 0.1-0.5 Pa, and that the left side of the common ventricle experienced lower WSS than the right side. The pressure gradient from the inlet to the outlet of the ventricle was positive over most of the cardiac cycle, and minimal regurgitation flow was observed, despite the absence of heart valves. We developed a new image-based CFD method to elucidate cardiac organ dynamics and flow dynamics of embryonic hearts. The embryonic heart appeared to be optimized to generate net forward flow despite the absence of valves, and the WSS environment appeared to be side-specific.